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Our EQUIPE is the gold standard 
of fully enclosed cleaning trolleys, 
captivating not only with its  
particularly high-grade design – 
its clever configuration concept 
also permits over one million  
individual settings. With its com-
plete range from small to large,  
it professionally meets every  
technical and spatial challenge. 
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One thing our customers have been able 
to depend upon for over 90 years: We at 
VERMOP listen to them very closely. We 
constantly question the status quo. And we 
consistently advance the development of 
our cleaning solutions. And that’s exactly 
what we have done with our Equipe  
cleaning trolley. 

EVEN THE BEST LEAVES ROOM 
FOR IMPROVEMENT

Not only have we “reinvented” its coupling 
system, we have placed the entire concept 
under the microscope – as a whole and 
down to the smallest detail. The result: 
The new Equipe is the most functional, 
economical, ergonomically-perfected, 
adaptable and visually-appealing Equipe 
ever.
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HEALTHCARE

You are familiar with the cleaning challenges 
in your area of expertise. Allow us to convince 
you during an individual consultation, of how 
Equipe scores in your customer segment. For 
example in healthcare, in premises cleaning 
or hospitality. With Equipe, your efficient and 
reliable cleaning turns into a home game.

THE SYSTEM FOR CLEANING 
EXPERTS

PREMISES CLEANING

HOSPITALITY



Ergonomics
We have developed the Equipe on the 
basis of the latest ergonomic findings. It 
easily adapts to different user heights: The 
position and height of the containers can 
be set individually, all trolley functions and 
appliances can be reached comfortably 
and in a way that is easy on the back. 
Even when fully loaded, very little effort is 
needed to move it thanks to its smooth 
steering.

Hygiene
Even when very strict hygiene stipulations 
apply, system solutions from VERMOP are 
ideal. This makes the Equipe perfect for 
professional use in challenging cleaning 
environments. Its smooth surfaces and its 
closed bucket and castors minimise the 
risk of spreading germs. With the newly-
developed foot pedal on the disposal unit, 
touch-free cleaning is very simple.

Space miracle
The Equipe is a real space miracle. Its 
carefully-thought out concept results in a 
remarkably high loading capacity – with, 
at the same time, outstanding use of 
space: Fold-down elements and flexible 
arrangement of equipment and functions 
create a lot of additional extra space. 
At the same time, its uncomplicated 
manoeuvrability proves an invaluable 
benefit in tight, difficult areas of work.

Allow yourself to be convinced of the 
benefits of the Equipe

IN THE FAST LANE TO 
NEW SUCCESSES

Equipe | Value added

Efficiency
Thanks to the modular construction 
of the Equipe, cleaning professionals 
have everything on board to meet the 
requirements of their daily work. In 
combination with its high loading capacity, 
time-consuming trips to the cleaning 
cupboard are reduced to a minimum. A 
detachable unit permits, for instance, quick 
waste disposal or low-effort commissioning 
of soiled textiles for collection. The Equipe 
proves its efficiency with its high-end 
modular system which allows individual 
elements to be assembled on a plug-and-
play basis.

Security
Nothing stands in the way of using the 
Equipe in high-security areas: The lockable 
toolbox, the chemical centre and the 
sturdy doors guarantee secure storage of 
critical content (e. g. cleaning chemicals). 
A uniform locking system easily prevents 
unauthorised access.
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Fold-up disposal unit 
Detach or simply fold up?
With the Equipe, the choice is yours. 
With one move, the disposal unit can 
be folded up. This permits a simple 
reduction of up to 30 % the required 
floor space.

Space miracle

Detachable disposal unit
The specially developed VERMOP 
detachment system separates the 
disposal unit from the supply unit with 
a single click. Now, waste or textiles 
can be separately disposed of or 
commissioned for collection. The 
Equipe simply remains stationary  
while this is happening.

Efficiency

Space miracle

Foot pedal
The lid of the disposal unit can be opened 
without hand contact using a foot pedal 
and gently closes automatically. This 
makes it possible to remove collected 
waste without touching it, minimising the 
risk of cross-contamination and ensuring 
ergonomic work practices.

Ergonomics

Hygiene
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Equipe | Features

For the new Equipe
we have questioned 
not only the bigger  
picture –  but also each 
individual detail.

RIGHT OF WAY FOR 
INNOVATION
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Mop rest
The closed, detachable tray for holding the damp mop can be attached at a number of 
points on the trolley and prevents water, dirt and germ soiling on the floor.

Equipe | Features

Uniform locking system 
One master key closes all the locks on the trolley (doors, toolbox or chemical centre).  
This permits secure storage and prevents unauthorised access.

Chemical centre
Safe and hygienic work processes are permitted by the lockable chemical centre, 
which prevents unauthorised access and offers space for almost all bottle sizes.  
The closed storage box results in a tidy appearance.

High loading volume 
The loading volume of the supply unit of up to 99 litres per tower can be individually 
configured to suit user requirements. Supplies for daily cleaning are effectively stored 
and ready to be transported, in boxes which can be easily pulled in and out. This reduces 
the number of trips to the cleaning cupboard – resulting in flexible and time-saving work 
practices.

Scandic X Toolbox
Floor and surface cleaning equipment is neatly accommodated in the toolbox.  
It allows individual equipment combinations and therefore promotes ergonomic, flexible 
and space-saving work practices. All equipment and trolley elements have their own 
permanent place. This permits safe storage and significantly reduces the risk of cross 
contamination.

Security

Ergonomics

Security

Efficiency

Efficiency

Space miracle

Hygiene

Ergonomics

Efficiency

Hygiene

Efficiency

Ergonomics

Hygiene

Hygiene

Handle holder
A specially developed handle holder with screw fastening can be used all around the trolley. 
It is suitable for handle diameters of 22 to 30 mm and ensures secure attachment, simple 
handling and ergonomic and efficient work practices.

Colour coding
A cleverly-designed, straightforward colour separation system marks all the elements – 
from bucket to cleaning textiles to mop. Ideal for ensuring even greater consistency of use, 
safety, efficiency and hygiene in the cleaning process.

Smooth surfaces 
An appealing design, hygiene and quality: Its aluminium panelling gives the Equipe form 
stability, sturdiness, outstanding cleaning properties, premium quality and a premium look, 
as well as an unusually long service life.

Height-adjustable driving handle 
With the push of a button, the driving handle can be positioned at five different heights.
This means that the handle can be effectively and ergonomically adapted to every user 
height. Incidentally, also available in combination with handle holders!

Optimised wheels 
Due to the high-quality trolley wheels in 125mm standard size the Equipe practically moves by 
itself – even fully loaded. The quiet-running wheels make it perfect it for use in noise-sensitive 
environments, such as in areas with patients or foot traffic. Furthermore, because its wheels 
are closed and easy to clean, it meets the highest hygiene standards (no dirt particles, such 
as hair, get caught in the wheel).
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Equipe | Individualisation

All coloured design elements of the Equipe 
can be freely combined to match your 
corporate design or the trolley’s area of 
use. This includes the bumpers and driving 
handle as well as the buckets and boxes. 
These five colours are available:

INDIVIDUALISATION DOWN TO 
THE SMALLEST DETAIL 

With its elegant design, the new Equipe 
is guaranteed to make an impression on 
site. Motivate your employees with a tool 
they will be proud to be seen with. And 
design the Equipe just as you want it – as 
a rolling advertisement, it transports your 
corporate design and your professional 
image to customers and visitors.

Individual design 
Design the panelling elements of the 
Equipe to suit our own wishes: from 
company logo to coloured areas or 
complete designs. The VERMOP design 
team is looking forward to getting 
creative, together with you.
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Equipe | Modularity

Extension unit Plus KL F FB 125 mm 1628112..FB2

Stabiliser short plus HR 
2x40 l 16397

Swing door left 16396L

Mop rest plus 16312.. 

Swing door right 16396R

Equipment holder bar with  
6 hooks incl. 3 equipment holder rubbers 16451

Extension unit Plus C F FB 125 mm 1628612..FB2
Lid for box 10 l 1649209

Box 10 l 16403.. 

Box 5 l, anthracite 1646106

Box 15 l, anthracite 1648006

Box 35 l, anthracite 1646706

Module Twixter-Press 16662

Module F1 16699

Module Sprint, lateral 16679 

Module Sprint 16672 Module Des 16622.. 

Module Pre-Wash 16642

Side panel „Platinum White“ 16529 

Rear panel „Platinum White“ 16793..

Rear panel H + 10 l box „Platinum white“ 1674280.. 

Rear panel H + Toolbox „Platinum White“ 1674276..

Rear panel H „Platinum White“16794..

Stabiliser (right/left) with 6 hooks and 3 equipment holders, anthracite 1649506R/1649506L

Bucket 8 l 16428.. 

Lid for bucket, 8 l 16435.. 

Bucket 6 l 16426..

Lid for bucket, 6 l 16437..

Panning-lid 16434..

Box 4 l, anthracite 1640506

Double driving handle with handle holder 16596..

Folding frame 1x70 l 16389..

Folding frame 1x 40 l 16390..

Scandic X Toolbox „Platinum White“ 164602..

Door with handle bar, small „Platinum White“, left 16737..L

Door with handle bar „Platinum White“ right 16757..R

Jetvac accu 17500..
Jetvac with cable 17450..

Box 5 l, anthracite 1646106



Thank to its modular concept, the 
Equipe can be custom configured 
to meet a range of different 
requirements. Here we present a 
number of examples for various 
areas of use.

THE STANDARD WE SET OUR-
SELVES: YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Equipe Healthcare, with panelling,
fold up + Module Des

Equipe Maintenance, without panelling,
detachable + Module Sprint, crosswise

Equipe Healthcare 3 bars, with 
panelling

Equipe Maintenance, without panelling,
+ Module Option

Equipe Maintenance, with panelling

Equipe Industry, without panelling,
detachable + Module Twixter wringer

Equipe Healthcare, without panelling,
fold up + Module Option

Equipe Maintenance, with panelling, detachable
+ toolbox + chemical centre + box 10 l

THE PLUS FOR YOU 

Individual configuration 
advice  
from our sales staff on site 

Pre-assembled delivery to 
the premises 
For a fast and professional 
start 

Training for your staff when 
starting on the premises 
Perfect results from the very 
beginning 

Equipe Maintenance,  
without panelling, fold up + Module Sprint

Equipe Healthcare, 3 bars,  
without panelling, detachable 

Equipe Healthcare, with panelling,
fold up + holding frame boxes 10 l
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Thank to its modular concept, the 
Equipe can be custom configured 
to meet a range of different 
requirements. Here we present a 
number of examples for various 
areas of use.

THE STANDARD WE SET OUR-
SELVES: YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Equipe Healthcare, with panelling,
fold up + Module Des

Equipe Maintenance, without panelling,
detachable + Module Sprint, crosswise

Equipe Healthcare 3 bars, with 
panelling

Equipe Maintenance, without panelling,
+ Module Option

Equipe Maintenance, with panelling

Equipe Industry, without panelling,
detachable + Module Twixter wringer

Equipe Healthcare, without panelling,
fold up + Module Option

Equipe Maintenance,  
without panelling, fold up + Module Sprint

Equipe Healthcare, 3 bars,  
without panelling, detachable 

Equipe Healthcare, with panelling,
fold up + holding frame boxes 10 l

Your configurations:
Select the module to suit your requirements from 
the basic configurations shown above.
 

There are also over 6000 possible configuration 
options for the interior of your Equipe.

Draw the relevant elements in the 
design template shown 

AN INTERIOR WITH A  
VARIETY OF POSSIBLE  
DESIGNS

Sample configurations based on Module 3 resp. 7 Design templates

Maximum 
height

Box
5 litre

Bucket  
6 / 8 litre

Vacuum cleaner
Jetvac

Box
35 litre

Box
15 litre

Legend:
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We reserve the right to 
make technical changes 
and changes in content. No 
liability shall be assumed 
for errors or omissions.

SUSTAINABILITY
Preserve valuable resources with Equipe 

Lasting flexible use 
Replacement of components for altered premises  
requirements or change of premises
 

Long service life 
The use of high-quality materials such as  
fibreglass-reinforced plastics

Production in Germany
Certified and transparent

Availability of spare parts
Guaranteed available for at least five years

Recyclable
All elements of the trolley can be recycled after use 

VERMOP
A STRONG PARTNER BY YOUR SIDE ...

VERMOP is one of the international leading 
manufacturers of products, systems 
and solutions for professional premises 
cleaning. The family company with proud 
tradition is now managed by the third 
generation and can look back on over 
90 years of experience. The VERMOP 
headquarters are in Gilching near Munich.
All production is carried out in our plants in 
Wertheim near Frankfurt am Main.
 

Our corporate dedication to quality has 
been ISO 9001-certified for twenty years; 
our dedication to environmental issues has 
been ISO 14001-certified for eight years. 
Simply nearer to you: Our service team 
is available in person throughout Europe. 
Our external sales force will support 
you on site at any time with competent 
and customer-oriented advice. Like the 
product range itself, all spare parts are 
“made in Germany” and come with 
guaranteed availability for at least  
five years.


